
1. Introduction
Mixing processes play a central role in shaping the Arctic Ocean's water masses and circulation (e.g., Holloway & 
Proshutinsky, 2007; Lenn et al., 2022; Timmermans & Marshall, 2020). The warm subsurface waters originating 
from the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans form a considerable heat reservoir in the Arctic Ocean, sufficient to melt all 
Arctic sea ice several times over (e.g., Turner, 2010). Under climate change, this reservoir is likely to grow as heat 
transports from the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans into the Arctic are projected to increase (e.g., Dörr et al., 2021). 
For subsurface oceanic heat to reach the surface, and sea ice, vertical mixing must take place. Turbulent mixing 
further affects the redistribution of nutrients, carbon, oxygen and other dissolved gasses (Randelhoff et al., 2020; 
Schulz et al., 2022a). Quantifying spatio-temporally varying mixing processes in the Arctic is thus key to under-
standing and accurately projecting the changing Arctic Ocean state. Consequently, substantial efforts have been 
devoted to the study of Arctic mixing, but due to the complexity of microstructure measurements, turbulence data 
remain sparse and scattered.

Abstract In the Arctic Ocean, vertical transport of heat by turbulent mixing is ultimately coupled to the 
sea-ice cover, with immediate and far-reaching impacts on the climate and ecosystem. Unfortunately, direct 
observations of mixing are difficult, expensive and sparse. Finescale Parameterization (FS) of turbulent energy 
dissipation rate (ɛ) allows for the quantification of turbulence from breaking internal waves using standard 
measurements, such as profiles of hydrography and velocity. While FS proved to be reliable in mid-latitudes, 
the Arctic Ocean internal wave field is distinct in terms of composition and energy level, rendering the 
applicability of FS uncertain. To test FS in a wide range of eastern Arctic conditions, we compiled data from 
eight cruises. All profiles used to calculate FS were collocated with in-situ measurements of ɛ obtained from 
microstructure profilers. FS was applied between 50 and 450 m below the surface. Results show a satisfactory 
performance of FS, with 84% of FS-derived ɛ being within a factor of 5 to observations. This improved to 90% 
when using lower-noise velocity profiles of lowered current meters instead of ship-mounted current meters. 
In our data, FS performance is independent of the shear-strain ratio (Rω) and internal wave field bandwidth 
(N/f), but there is evidence that highly stratified environments with large potential energy, low turbulence and 
substantially non-white shear spectra are less suitable for FS. A widely used formulation of FS using only 
hydrography and a prescribed Rω = 7 results in 73% of FS estimates being within a factor of 5 to observations.

Plain Language Summary Turbulent mixing of water masses can redistribute heat in the ocean. 
This is especially important in the Arctic Ocean, where turbulent transport of heat from the relatively warm 
interior could reach the cold surface waters and thus melt sea ice. Unfortunately, direct observations of 
turbulence are complicated and expensive and therefore sparse. However, turbulence at centimeter scales 
induced by breaking internal waves can be estimated from standard observations of ocean current and 
density profiles measured at 𝐴𝐴 (10)  m scales, using finescale parameterization (FS). FS was designed for 
the mid-latitudes in environments and internal wave fields distinct from the Arctic and it is unclear if the 
method works well in the Arctic. We use data from eight Arctic cruises that performed standard observations 
together with direct measurements of turbulence. This enables us to test FS and compare the results to direct 
measurements. We find that 84% of FS-derived values for the dissipation rate ɛ are within a factor of 5 to 
observations. This is a fairly good agreement for turbulence measurements and indicates that FS is applicable in 
Arctic environments. However, we also identified some specific conditions that may be less suitable for FS.
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The strongest mixing events recorded in the Arctic Ocean are localized in space and episodic in time, driven by 
tidal currents impinging on particular topographic features or atmospheric storms creating divergent currents 
and ice drift at the surface (e.g., McPhee et  al.,  2005; Meyer, Fer, Sundfjord, & Peterson,  2016; Padman & 
Dillon, 1991). Relatively less energetic mixing occurs ubiquitously in the ocean interior due to the breaking of 
internal waves that are continuously generated by tides and wind. Even modest mixing creating heat fluxes of 

𝐴𝐴 (1)  W m −2 can have a substantial impact on the balance of the perennial sea ice cover (Carmack et al., 2015).

Compared to lower latitudes, energy levels of the Arctic internal wave field have been reported to be quite low 
(Levine et  al.,  1987; Pinkel,  2008); hence, the resulting mixing is expected to be comparably weak. However, 
a receding sea-ice cover could facilitate a more efficient transfer of momentum from the atmosphere into the 
ocean, energizing the inertial wave field. Enhanced near-inertial currents were observed under ice-free conditions 
(Polyakov et al., 2020; Rainville & Woodgate, 2009), suggesting that the Arctic Ocean is transitioning to a more 
energetic future. We note, however, that hitherto no substantial trends in the internal wave field energy have been 
observed (Dosser & Rainville, 2016; Guthrie et al., 2013), indicating that the Arctic internal wave field may not only 
be suppressed by the presence of sea ice but possibly also by the inefficient transmission of near-inertial energy from 
the surface through the relatively shallow Arctic surface mixed layer (SML) boundary (Guthrie & Morison, 2021).

“Background” mixing originating from the internal wave field can be predicted from larger scale [vertical scales 
O(10–100 m)] observations and does not require specialized microstructure measurements. This is done via the 
finescale parameterization (FS) that was developed by Gregg (1989) and later generalized by Polzin et al. (1995) 
and has been extensively used ever since (see Polzin et al., 2014, for a review). Practically, this method is based on 
assessing the properties of the internal wave field in terms of observed velocity shear and/or strain and comparing 
them to the empirical Garrett & Munk (“GM,” Garrett & Munk, 1975) model of the background internal wave 
continuum. FS predicts the turbulent dissipation rate ɛ, assuming the internal wave energy at finescale cascades 
down to smaller scales through weakly nonlinear interactions. A successful and reliable application of FS can 
allow a better mapping and quantification of the distribution of background mixing using relatively widespread 
measurements of ocean currents and hydrography. Mixing rates can then be used to estimate the redistribution 
of heat and, for example, nutrients in the Arctic. However, since the GM model is based on mid-latitude obser-
vations, its applicability to the Arctic Ocean internal wave field is somewhat uncertain (see discussions in Polzin 
et al., 2014; Fine et al., 2021).

The environmental conditions of the internal wave field in the Arctic Ocean can limit the applicability of FS. 
Freely propagating internal waves cannot exist poleward of their critical latitude, where ω < f (with the wave 
frequency ω and f being the Coriolis parameter). The critical latitude for the dominant M2 tidal waves is 74.5°N, 
rendering it sub-inertial over most of the Arctic domain. Consequently, the Arctic Ocean internal wave field is 
less energetic compared to mid-latitudes and is dominated by wind-driven Near-Inertial Waves (NIWs). A meas-
ure of the composition of the internal wave field is Rω, defined as the ratio between shear variance and strain 
variance. While in GM, this ratio is taken to be 3, global observations suggest an average value of Rω = 7 (Kunze 
et al., 2006). In the NIW dominated Arctic internal wave field produces highly variable, but generally higher 
values, often exceeding 10 (e.g., Fine et al., 2021). Furthermore, the synoptic nature of NIW-generating wind 
events can lead to substantial temporal variability of the internal wave field, thus violating the assumed steady 
state the non-linear spectral energy transfer is based on. This non-stationarity is exacerbated by the generally low 
internal wave energy level, yielding only small non-linear wave-wave interactions and thus prolonging the time 
it takes for a spectral continuum to form after the injection of NIW energy. Furthermore, FS may be biased in 
NIW-dominated domains due to the susceptibility of these long waves to either break directly or to interact with 
mesoscale eddies, thus not contributing to energy transfer as expected (e.g., Thomas & Zhai, 2021).

Past evaluations of FS in the Arctic Ocean are scarce and limited to regionally focused and short duration exper-
iments. In an Arctic fjord in the Svalbard Archipelago, known for enhanced mixing and deep water formation, 
Fer (2006) compared direct observations of dissipation rate from several profiles with FS and found good agree-
ment of ɛ despite some spectral deviations from GM, with ratios between FS and observations ranging between 
0.1 and 2, averaging 0.84. Near the marginal ice zone on the southern flanks of Yermak Plateau, where the energy 
of the internal wave field was 0.1–0.3 times the midlatitude levels, FS estimates agreed to within a factor of 2 
of the directly observed station-averaged (over about 24 hr and ∼40 casts) dissipation profiles (Fer et al., 2010). 
Guthrie et al. (2013) validated FS results from expendable current probes (XCP) and conductivity, temperature 
and depth (CTD) profiles from the Yermak Plateau and near the North Pole against microstructure casts, and they 
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found good agreement, well within the known limitations of FS. Fine et al. (2021) validated FS using microstruc-
ture profiles from a 14.5 hr duration survey in the Beaufort Sea, and found that strain-based FS estimates were 
biased high relative to observations of ɛ between 100 and 200 m by approximately a factor of four.

Performing FS in the absence of collocated velocity and CTD observations requires the choice of a fixed value for 
Rω. Guthrie et al. (2013) use a host of XCP and CTD profiles across the central Arctic to assess long term trends 
of turbulence using FS with a fixed Rω value of 11. Fine et al. (2021) investigated temporal variability of internal 
wave-driven turbulence and related parameters using 8 days of moored observations in the Beaufort Gyre in an 
environment with highly variable shear-to-strain ratio, averaging 17 on a range between 3 and 50. Using moored 
observations and a fixed Rω of 7, Chanona and Waterman (2020) investigated temporal variability of internal 
wave driven mixing at two Arctic locations: Nares Strait and in the Beaufort Sea. Dosser et al. (2021) used a fixed 
shear-to-strain ratio of 7 on pan-Arctic data from ice-tethered profilers spanning a period of 18 years.

In an effort to further investigate the applicability of FS in the context of the unique Arctic oceanographic conditions, 
we here bring together eight data sets of ocean microstructure, stratification and current profiles from the Arctic 
environment, geographically covering latitudes from 75°N to 89°N and longitudes from 2°W to 127°E to systemat-
ically apply and test FS. Despite the uncertainties of the approach for the Arctic conditions, FS in its widely applied 
form captures the directly observed turbulent energy dissipation rate ɛ to within a factor of 5 in 84% of estimates.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Cruise Selection

In this study, we use data from eight different cruises carried out in the regions of the Barents Sea, Fram Strait, 
Yermak Plateau and central Arctic (Figure 1, Table 1). Because of its duration of almost a year and large spatial 
coverage, we divide the MOSAiC expedition into its three separate drifts (Rabe et al., 2022). To facilitate a thor-
ough investigation of the applicability of FS in these regions, we collate a set of trusted data covering a large range 
of values for the relevant parameters current shear, Brunt-Väisälä frequency (i.e., stratification) and dissipation 
rate of turbulent kinetic energy ɛ. Figure 2 shows cruise-averaged profiles of these parameters, each range over 
more than two orders of magnitude at depths between 50 and 450 m.

2.2. Observed Profiles

Vertical profiles of horizontal velocity shear were obtained from ship-mounted acoustic Doppler current profilers 
(SADCPs) and/or lowered ADCPs (LADCPs). While the SADCPs are mounted in the ship's hull and operate 

Figure 1. Map showing all hydrographic stations used in this study. Different cruises and different parts of the MOSAiC 
expedition are shown as colored dots. Key geographical features are labeled; FS, Fram Strait; YP, Yermak Plateau; AB, 
Amundsen Basin. Bathymetry stems from the International Bathymetric Chart of the Arctic Ocean (IBCAO) Version 4.0 
(Jakobsson et al., 2020).
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Figure 2. Profiles of shear squared 𝐴𝐴
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 , Brunt-Väisälä frequency squared (N 2) and turbulent energy 

dissipation rate (ɛ) geometrically averaged over each cruise and smoothed with a 9-m sliding average. While arithmetic means 
were used for the Brunt-Väisälä frequency squared, the dissipation rate and shear squared were averaged using a geometric 
mean, to account for their approximately log-normal distribution in nature. The thick portion of the lines indicates depth 
ranges used for Finescale parameterization (FS), as indicated in Table 1.

Name
SADCP 
(kHz)

LADCP 
(kHz) Period (Start–End) Region Profiler

Casts 
count

Depth 
range 
(m) Data set reference

GOS Oct 2020 75 300 14.10.2020–24.10.2020 Barents Sea MSS 153 60–180 Fer et al. (2021)

HM Jul 2007 75 – 23.07.2007–30.07.2007 NW Svalbard MSS 79 100–350 Fer et al. (2010)

HM Aug 2015 75 300 14.10.2015–19.10.2015 NW Svalbard VMP 56 100–400 Fer and Kolås (2018)

HM Sep 2014 75 300 08.09.2014–12.09.2014 NW Svalbard VMP 35 70–450 N/A

KB Jun 2018 150 300 29.06.2018–08.07.2018 N Svalbard VMP 110 70–330 Fer, Koenig, Bosse, et al. (2020)

KH Feb 2021 150 300 13.02.2021–26.02.2021 Barents Sea MSS 83 50–200 Nilsen et al. (2021)

MOSAiC #1 
Dec–May

75 – 23.12.2019–07.05.2020 Central Arctic MSS 446 100–250 Baumann et al. (2021) and Schulz et al. (2022c)

MOSAiC #2 Jun 75 – 27.06.2020–26.07.2020 YP & FS MSS 193 100–330 Baumann et al. (2021) and Schulz et al. (2022c)

MOSAiC #3 Aug 75 – 28.08.2020–18.09.2020 Central Arctic MSS 117 50–200 Baumann et al. (2021) and Schulz et al. (2022c)

N-ICE May 2015 75 – 03.05.2015–18.06.2015 YP MSS 337 100–300 Meyer, Fer, Sundfjord, Peterson, Smedsrud, 
et al. (2016) and Provost et al. (2016)

Note. “Depth range” refers to the depth interval over which Finescale Parameterization (FS) was applied. Capital letters before region names denote geographic 
direction (N = North, etc.), other abbreviations are the same as in Figure 1. The makes of the microstructure profilers (“Profiler”) are either Sea & Sun Microstructure 
Probe (MSS) or Rockland Scientific Vertical Microstructure Profilers (VMP).

Table 1 
Details of the Data Used in This Study
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continuously during the cruise, the LADCPs are fixed to the CTD frame and are deployed at stations. For the 
MOSAiC and N-ICE campaigns, we use data from ADCPs that were deployed away from the ship through a 
hole drilled into the ice floe and moored just beneath the ice. The under-ice ADCPs have a higher vertical reso-
lution and lower noise levels compared to SADCPs. Due to their quasi-continuous sampling, we classify them 
as SADCPs in the remainder of this study. All SADCP profiles were bin-averaged to 1-hr time resolution. For a 
robust application of FS, it is advantageous to have a high vertical resolution of all measured parameters, thus we 
only use velocity profiles with a vertical resolution of 8 m or better.

Hydrographic profiles (temperature, salinity, potential density) were obtained together with direct observations 
of the turbulent energy dissipation rate ɛ from free-falling microstructure profilers of the makes MSS (from Sea 
& Sun Technology, Germany) or Vertical Microstructure Profilers (VMP) (from Rockland Scientific, Canada). 
Typical vertical resolution after processing is 0.5–2 m. For the unpumped sensors of the MSS, salinity is obtained 
after correcting for the lag between temperature and conductivity measurements.

The manifestation of internal waves in hydrographic profiles is assessed using strain, the vertical gradient of 
vertical isopycnal displacement that can be estimated as

𝜁𝜁𝑧𝑧 =
𝑁𝑁

2(𝑧𝑧) −𝑁𝑁
2

𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
(𝑧𝑧)

𝑁𝑁2

, (1)

where the squared Brunt-Väisälä frequency is approximated as 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2 =

−𝑔𝑔

𝜌𝜌0

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕0

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
 , with the acceleration due to gravity 

g = 9.81 m s −2, profile-average density ρ0 and the sorted potential density anomaly, σ0, referenced to surface 
pressure. An overbar denotes vertical averaging over the analysis segment and Nbg is the background stratifica-
tion. Similar to Polzin et al. (1995), the background state is approximated by a third order polynomial fit to the 
observed profile in the chosen depth interval. For further analysis, each strain and dissipation profile is paired 
with the velocity profile closest in time with a maximum allowed time difference of 2 hr.

2.3. Noise Level of Microstructure Observations

Over large parts of the interior ocean, turbulence is so weak that it is difficult to measure (i.e., it may be indis-
tinguishable from the noise generated by the instrument). The noise level sets the lowest detection level of the 
dissipation rate. While MSS and VMP both use shear probes to determine ɛ (cf. Fer et al., 2010; Fer, Koenig, 
Kozlov, et al., 2020), the noise levels for ɛ estimates of the instruments are different. The manufacturers do not 
provide expected noise levels in dissipation rate units for these kinds of probes. Based on extensive experience 
with both kinds of instruments (see also the respective data set references in Table 1), we set the expected noise 
level to the (conservative) values of 1 × 10 −10 W kg −1 for the VMP and 2 × 10 −9 W kg −1 for MSS (for context, 
lower noise levels of 10 −11 W kg −1 for the VMP (e.g., Fer et al., 2018) and 10 −9 W kg −1 for the MSS (e.g., Schulz 
et al., 2022c) are common in literature). In low-turbulence environments, the noise level can create a high-bias 
in the measurements. Removing all data near the noise level would exclude most of the data and bias the data set 
toward energetic turbulence events. Instead, we make use of the near log-normal nature of ɛ and fit a log-normal 
probability distribution function (pdf) to the part of distribution of measured ɛ values that is above the noise 
level (with the mean, μ, and standard deviation, σ, of the pdf as free parameters, similar to Fer et al. (2014)). 
Although recent insights suggest ocean turbulence is more accurately captured by log-skew-normal distributions 
(Cael & Mashayek, 2021), we find that, for the present application, fits of log-skew-normal distributions (with 
“skewness” as third free parameter) are less robust than those of log-normal distributions. While both geometric 
and arithmetic averaging can be used, they result in different interpretations of the dissipation rate: the former 
robustly represents typical values of ɛ whereas the latter is heavily weighted toward high values of ɛ and argua-
bly more representative of the average total dissipation which disproportionately depends on individual highly 
dissipative events (e.g., Scheifele et al., 2018). With a focus on dissipation rates associated to the background 
internal wave field, in this study we deem the geometric mean to be the appropriate representation of average 
values of ɛ. Since for any individual profile, the number of ɛ values above the noise level can be small and does 
not consistently allow for robust fits, we first group ɛ profiles based on their location (given as x-y coordinates on 
a stereographic projection) and timing (given as decimal days) using a k-means clustering algorithm. The number 
of clusters is chosen so that on a cruise average, 10–15 casts are grouped together. For each cluster, a log-normal 
pdf is then fitted to the part of the distribution above the set noise level, yielding an estimate for average ɛ that is 
not limited by noise, which is then used for comparison to FS-derived ɛ (Figure 3).
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The clustering effectively averages microstructure measurements over similar time and space scales as those 
underlying FS theory (i.e., the interaction of internal waves of different origins), thus conforming to the best 
practices for comparing ɛ values as outlined by Whalen (2021).

2.4. Shear and Strain Variances From Spectral Analysis

Vertical wavenumber spectra of shear and strain are obtained by performing Fourier transforms on the individual 
profiles. Instead of using first-differenced velocity profiles, shear spectra were obtained directly from velocity 
spectra:

Ψ𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = (2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋)
2
Ψ𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠𝑣𝑣, (2)

where k is the cyclic vertical wavenumber vector and Ψvel is the sum of spectra of the two horizontal components 
of velocity. Variances are then obtained by integrating the vertical wavenumber spectra for shear and strain. 
However, the process is not trivial and involves several decisions with varying degrees of objectivity that impact 
the final results. To facilitate reproducibility, we here outline decisions and procedures applied in the processing.

•  Depth range: The depth range for FS application was visually determined for each cruise from the vertical data 
coverage and apparent SML depth. The goal is to use the longest continuous vertical span of data outside the 
SML and other “undesirable” regions (see below). We only included profiles whose deepest measurements 

Figure 3. Probability distribution functions (pdf) of all ɛ profiles associated with ship-mounted acoustic Doppler current profiler profiles for each cruise. The parts of 
the distribution above the instrument-dependent noise level are marked in green (2 × 10 −9 W kg −1 for MSS and 1 × 10 −10 W kg −1 for Vertical Microstructure Profilers). 
Due to an observed increase in the noise level after a probe change during MOSAiC #1, we use a higher noise level (4 × 10 −9 W kg −1) for all ɛ after the probe change 
(dark gray and teal distributions). The pdf of all data per cruise (including those below noise level) is shown in black. Colored lines show the log-normal distributions 
for each cluster (see text) fitted to the part of the distribution above the noise level. The dotted black line indicates the geometric average of all mid-points of the fitted 
distributions.
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equaled or exceeded the maximum depth of the chosen depth range (depth ranges are listed in Table  1). 
The SML is excluded as internal waves cannot exist in homogeneous layers without stratification. To avoid 
contamination from mixing within frictional boundary layers (a process not included in FS), data within 20 m 
from the seafloor were excluded from analyses.

•  Staircases: Hydrographic profiles were scanned visually for thermohaline staircases. Only for drifts 1 and 3 
of the MOSAiC expedition (both in the high Arctic, see Figure 1) were there widely spread double-diffusive 
staircases. Using a simple algorithm for detecting staircases (effectively defined as large differences between 
the observed density to the density profile smoothed over a 15-m scale), we then identify the longest contin-
uous segment without a staircase within a predefined depth range. This segment is then used for FS analysis.

•  Weak stratification: Segment-average stratification of 𝐴𝐴 𝑁𝑁 𝑁 1 × 10−3  rad s −1 was deemed below the resolution 
of density observations and the associated profiles were excluded from the FS analysis as they may lead to 
erroneous results in the calculation of strain (Equation 1). In the present data set, this only affected four data 
points of KH Feb 2021.

•  Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) lengths: The FFT length for the calculation of shear spectra was limited by the 
vertical resolution and span of the velocity profiles, and was generally either 16 or 32 points (for computa-
tional reasons, powers of two are best suited for FFT). Strain spectra, on the other hand, could be calculated 
with much longer FFTs (64–256 points) due to their higher vertical resolution. Their length was chosen to 
match the largest wavelength resolved by the shear spectra.

•  Spectral corrections: Vertical (bin-) averaging and first-differencing in data processing introduces spectral atten-
uation in the high wavenumber end of the shear and strain spectra. The strain spectra were corrected only for 
first-differencing using the transfer function TF = sinc 2(kΔz∕(2π)), with the wavenumber vector k and vertical 
resolution Δz (e.g., Whalen et al., 2015), whereas ADCP processing required correction for vertical smoothing due 
to range averaging of the pulses using the transfer function TF = sinc 2(kΔpulse∕(2π)) ∗ sinc 2(kΔbin∕(2π)), with the 
pulse length Δpulse and bin size Δbin (Polzin et al., 2002). We note that in this case it was not necessary to correct 
for first-differencing, as shear spectra were obtained directly from velocity spectra.

•  Cutoff wavenumber for integration of spectra: Since hydrographic profiles are taken with high precision and 
vertical resolution of 0.5–2 m, they generally do not pose a limitation in terms of calculating fine-scale vari-
ance. Profiles of velocity (and hence shear) on the other hand, suffer not only from coarser vertical resolution 
(typically 4–8 m), but also higher susceptibility to noise. For consistency, we use the same wavenumber cutoff 
for integration to obtain the strain and shear variances. The cutoff was chosen manually for each cruise by 
visually determining at which wavenumber the (averaged) shear spectrum approaches the shape of noise, 
increasing as k 2 (dashed line Figure 4a). For most cruises, this cutoff was set to vertical wavelengths of 25 m 
or 30 m, except for two cruises (HM Aug 2015 and HM Sep 2014) with noisier SADCP quality, requiring 
cutoff wavelength of 50 m.
 For an individual spectrum, the shear variance (i.e., the integral of the shear spectrum up to the cutoff wave-
number) normalized by N 2 may exceed the canonical value of 0.66 (in GM76 [see Section 2.5], this is the 
cutoff value after which dissipation of energy occurs; it is analogous to a critical Froude number). In these 
so-called “saturated” cases, we find a new, smaller cutoff wavenumber, so that the integral does not exceed 
0.66 and recalculate shear and strain variances accordingly. While this is technically correct, it may also intro-
duce biases to the final result of FS due to insufficient bandwidth (Polzin et al., 2014).

•  Averaging over casts within a cluster: Within each cluster of casts, the individual spectra (one shear and one 
strain spectra per cast) are averaged and FS is calculated from the averaged spectra.

2.5. Finescale Parameterization (FS)

In this study, we use the FS formulation following Polzin et al. (1995) based on Gregg (1989) where the internal 
wave energy content is approximated using the shear variance. We adopt the notation as in Fine et al. (2021):

𝜀𝜀 = 𝜀𝜀0
𝑁𝑁2

𝑁𝑁
2

0

⟨𝑈𝑈
2
𝑧𝑧 ⟩

2

⟨𝑈𝑈
2

𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
⟩

2
ℎ1(𝑅𝑅𝜔𝜔)𝐿𝐿(𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑁𝑁) (3)

with ɛ0 = 6.73 × 10 −10 W kg −1 and N0 = 5.2 × 10 −3 rad s −1, the reference GM values. 𝐴𝐴 𝑁𝑁2 is the segment-averaged 
Brunt-Väisälä frequency squared, 𝐴𝐴 ⟨𝑈𝑈

2
𝑧𝑧 ⟩ is the observed average shear variance over the analysis bandwidth (limited 

by the cutoff wavenumber in the high end) and 𝐴𝐴 ⟨𝑈𝑈
2

𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
⟩ is the same for the GM76 model. The GM model of internal 
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waves was developed by Garrett and Munk (1972 and 1975) and advanced by Cairns and Williams (1976) to the 
version “GM76.” Here we use the GM76 formulation as provided in the appendix of Gregg and Kunze (1991).

h1(Rω) is a scaling factor defined as

ℎ1(𝑅𝑅𝜔𝜔) =
3(𝑅𝑅𝜔𝜔 + 1)

2
√

2𝑅𝑅𝜔𝜔

√

𝑅𝑅𝜔𝜔 − 1

, (4)

with the ratio between (normalized) shear and strain

Figure 4. Cruise-averaged vertical wavenumber spectra of shear (a), horizontal kinetic energy (HKE, b), strain (c) and available potential energy (PE, d). Dotted lines 
in the shear spectrum are from lowered acoustic Doppler current profilers (LADCPs), while solid lines stem from ship-mounted acoustic Doppler current profilers 
(SADCPs). Thick lines indicate parts of the spectra taken into account for Finescale Parameterization (i.e., those parts below the high-wavenumber cutoff chosen for 
each cruise). Error bars in a) show the 95% confidence interval for the least and most degrees of freedom (DOF, defined as 2× the number of spectra used for averaging; 
the number of spectra matches the number of microstructure casts in Table 1) as well as for the (rounded) average value of all cruises (200 spectra). Thin gray shaded 
lines show the GM spectra for various values of j* and the thick dashed gray line in a) indicates the shape of white noise for the shear spectra (i.e., if observed spectra 
are parallel to this line, they represent noise).
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𝑅𝑅𝜔𝜔 =

⟨

𝑈𝑈
2
𝑧𝑧

⟩

𝑁𝑁2
⟨𝜁𝜁

2
𝑧𝑧 ⟩

. (5)

Rω is the ratio of horizontal kinetic and potential energy (PE), and for a single wave, it can be related to the aspect 
ratio of the internal wave. For a GM field, Rω = 3. Finally,

𝐿𝐿(𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓) =

𝑓𝑓 cosh
−1
(

𝑓𝑓

𝑓𝑓

)

𝑓𝑓30 cosh
−1
(

𝑓𝑓0

𝑓𝑓30

) (6)

represents a simple correction of the internal wave field for latitude relative to 30° (Gregg et al., 2003).

The FS formulation can equivalently be expressed referencing observed strain instead of shear (e.g., Kunze 
et al., 2006), yielding

𝜀𝜀 = 𝜀𝜀0
𝑁𝑁2

𝑁𝑁
2

0

⟨𝜁𝜁
2
𝑧𝑧 ⟩

2

⟨𝜁𝜁
2

𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
⟩

2
ℎ2(𝑅𝑅𝜔𝜔)𝐿𝐿(𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑁𝑁) (7)

with

ℎ2(𝑅𝑅𝜔𝜔) =
𝑅𝑅𝜔𝜔(𝑅𝑅𝜔𝜔 + 1)

6
√

2
√

𝑅𝑅𝜔𝜔 − 1

. (8)

With a reasonably chosen constant Rω, this formulation allows for FS estimates of ɛ solely based on strain (and 
thus standard hydrographic profiles) without requiring any observations of velocity shear. Applications of this 
formulation include global estimates of dissipation rates from the ARGO buoy fleet (Whalen et  al.,  2015), 
ice-tethered profilers in the central Arctic (Dosser et al., 2021), and CTD profiles in Canadian Arctic Shelf waters 
(Chanona et al., 2018). Fine and Cole (2022) point to a significant caveat of this approach: While shear variance 
can explain 55% of their observed variability of Rω, strain variance only accounts for 10%, making the FS predic-
tions highly dependent on the choice of Rω. In this study, we calculate the “strain-only” version of FS to validate 
it against the “full” (shear & strain) FS and direct observations of dissipation rate. Both “full” and “strain-only” 
versions of FS yield one estimate of ɛ to one set of shear and/or strain spectra over vertical scales of 120–380 m. 
This estimate is compared to the directly observed ɛ values geometrically averaged over the same depth range. In 
a recent study, Whalen (2021) emphasized the need to average over similar spatio-temporal scales when compar-
ing dissipation measurements with FS estimates. By first vertically averaging, then time averaging over clusters 
of 10–15 microstructure profiles, each dissipation estimate from both methods involves some spatio-temporal 
averaging over typical scales of 5–10 hr and several kilometers for each data point presented.

3. Results
3.1. Internal Wave Field Properties

Average spectra of shear and strain provide a useful insight into the internal wave climate. We analyze their prop-
erties in terms of energy, relative amplitude (Rω) and shape (j∗, slope). Spectra of horizontal kinetic energy (HKE) 
and available PE are related to spectra of shear and strain as ΨHKE = Ψshear∕(2πk) 2∕2 and ΨPE = N 2Ψstrain∕(2πk) 2/2, 
respectively. As expected for a somewhat less energetic internal wave environment, cruise-average spectra have 
generally lower amplitudes compared to GM (Figure 4). However, there is great variability between cruises. 
Particularly low values of both HKE and PE were recorded during summer north (-west) of Svalbard (HM 
Aug 2015, HM Sep 2014 and KB Jun 2018). Most energetic in terms of HKE are the records from the Barents 
Sea (GOS Oct 2020 and KH Feb 2021) and those from the MOSAiC and N-ICE campaigns. However, as we 
present below, the shape of the spectra of the latter indicate that comparison to traditional GM values might be 
misleading.

The shear-strain ratio Rω is a measure of the aspect ratio of internal waves. For a single wave frequency, ω, it 
can also be expressed as �� = �2 + �2

�2 − �2 , where f is the local Coriolis parameter. Rω is greatest for wave frequen-
cies ω approaching f and close to unity for ω approaching N (c.f. Chinn et al., 2016, their Figure 2). For typical 
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NIWs in the Arctic, for example, using ω = 1.02f (Alford & Gregg, 2001), 
Rω  ≈  50. Observed values of Rω, calculated for each available data point, 
exhibit great variability (Figure 5), with Rω spanning more than one order of 
magnitude and maxima exceeding 60. The temporal and spatial variability is 
large, with no apparent geographical or seasonal pattern in the distribution of 
Rω. For example, by far the highest values are observed for the N-ICE May 
2015 campaign. The same geographical area (Yermak Plateau) is covered 
by several other cruises (e.g., HM Aug 2015, KB Jun 2018 and, to a certain 
extent, MOSAiC #2 Jun), each exhibiting substantially lower average values 
of Rω. Calculating Rω using shear from relatively less noisy LADCP data 
results in nearly identical (KH Feb 2021 and GOS Oct 2020), somewhat 
higher (KB Jun 2018) or somewhat lower (HM Aug 2015, HM Sep 2014) 
values compared to the calculations using the SADCP, suggesting that the 
range of variability we observe is not due to systematic instrument biases. 
The cruise-mean values average to about Rω = 7 (with an average interquar-
tile range of about 5), which we take to be the representative value for average 
eastern Arctic conditions.

An important element considering the applicability of the GM model to 
Arctic internal waves is the shape of the spectra. The shape of GM wavenum-
ber spectra in their analytical form depends on three parameters: the band-
width parameter j* and the slope parameters s and r (e.g., Eden et al., 2019). 
For GM76, r = s and the canonical values are j∗ = 3 and s = 2. In numer-
ical simulations of energy transfer within internal-wave spectra, Eden 
et al. (2019) find the energy transfer to be dependent on the spectral slope 
s and suggest a correction of ɛFS by a factor of (1 − s) −3. From global Argo 
float data, Pollmann (2020) find the slope parameter s (in the strain spectra) 
to increase with increasing latitude, reaching values of s ≈ 2.5 in the North 
Atlantic, which would lead to a correction factor of 0.3 for ɛFS. Several of 
the strain spectra in our observations decrease with increased wavenumbers, 
consistent with higher-than-GM values for the slope parameter s (Figure 4). 
However, additionally to s, j* must be considered in the discussion of spec-
tral shape distortions. Unfortunately, the correction for varying s proposed 
by Pollmann (2020) is not applicable for j* (i.e., the energy transfer for GM 
spectra with non-canonical j* is not known). As discussed in Section 4.1, it 

is not possible to quantify the contribution of either parameter to the observed spectral distortion using fitting 
techniques when both distort the spectra in similar ways. The parameter j* corresponds to the reference vertical 
mode number, which may also be interpreted as the bandwidth of frequencies taken into account for the model 
and is canonically set to 3. Previous observations from the Arctic Internal Wave Experiment suggest that some 
Arctic spectra may be better represented by higher values of j* = 20–60 (D'Asaro & Morehead, 1991). In Figure 4 
we present a family of curves of GM spectra calculated using j* values ranging from 3 to 100. We note that strain 
spectra generally exhibit flatter (or even negative) curves, generally more similar to GM76 with low j* values 
around the canonical value of 3 (Figure 4c). Cruise-averaged shear spectra, on the other hand, appear to be better 
represented by high j* values, over at least part of the wavenumber range (e.g., MOSAiC #3 Aug, MOSAiC #1 
Dec–May, HM Jul 2007, N-ICE May 2015 and HM Sep 2014). The same is true for HKE spectra. The somewhat 
surprising high HKE in the MOSAiC #1 & #3 and N-ICE spectra may be explained such that their shape might 
best be compared to GM spectra with greater j* values, which also exhibit substantially greater energy in the 
relevant wavenumber range (Figure 4b). It is evident from Figure 4 that no single j* value represents the shape of 
all the observed cruise-average spectra. The physical interpretation of these results is not straightforward, but they 
are suggestive of an internal wave field whose properties partly differ from GM. High values of Rω are indicative 
of a prevalence of NIWs (Ijichi & Hibiya, 2015), whose energy is comparable to GM, but distributed over spectra 
with differing slopes and/or many more vertical modes (i.e., j* > 3). The effect of these deviations from GM on 
the theoretical underpinnings of the FS is difficult to assess, but errors or biases may be expected (c.f. Polzin 
et al., 2014; Takahashi & Hibiya, 2021).

Figure 5. Values of Rω calculated for each Finescale Parameterization data 
point as box plots (thick lines mark the interquartile range, thin lines comprise 
∼99.3% of data, dots are outliers and horizontal bars mark the median). For 
cruises where lowered acoustic Doppler current profilers profiles are available, 
a second box is shown with the same color code. Squares show the arithmetic 
mean for ship-mounted acoustic Doppler current profiler-based estimates, 
diamonds the arithmetic mean for LADCP-based estimates where available. 
The over-all average of the means (i.e., of the squares and diamonds) is 
Rω = 7.2. The average interquartile range is 5.2 (not shown).
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3.2. FS Compared With Direct Observations of ɛ

The results of the full FS (computed using both shear and strain, with the shear obtained from SADCPs) are 
compared to direct observations in Figure 6a. Geometric means of ɛFS of all cruises apart from MOSAiC #3 are 
within a factor of 5 from direct observations and six of them are within a factor of two, which may be considered 
an excellent agreement. The arithmetic mean (stars) exceeds the geometric mean for each cruise due to the great 
impact of outliers on logarithmic scales. The variability of the estimates for each cruise can be considerable (see 
boxes in Figure 6, that represent the interquartile range between the 25th and 75th percentile). A useful metric of 
variability is the factor of ɛ spanned by the interquartile range (i.e., 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴75𝑡𝑡𝑡 /𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴25𝑡𝑡𝑡 ). A larger factor indicates a larger 
variability. The variability for the full FS estimates using SADCP, averages to a factor of 2.5 over all cruises 
and  varies between 1.9 for HM Sep 2014 and 3.5 for N-ICE. For the direct observations, average interquartile 
range is within a factor of 1.7, varying between 1.1 for GOS Oct 2020 and 3.2 for MOSAiC #3. Apart from 
MOSAiC #3, the interquartile range is always greater for FS estimates than for observations.

Lowered ADCPs were available for five cruises. Comparing FS based on LADCP data (Figure 6b) to FS based on 
SADCP data (Figure 6a), we find that in terms of geometric averages, the performance of FS based on LADCP 
data is substantially better for HM Aug 2015 and HM Sep 2014 and slightly worse for the other cruises. Never-
theless, the geometric averages of all cruises are within a factor of 2 compared to direct observations (Figure 6b). 

Figure 6. Scatters of dissipation rate (ɛ) derived from finescale parameterization (FS) using (a) strain and shear from ship-mounted acoustic Doppler current profiler, 
(b) strain only and (c) strain and shear from lowered acoustic Doppler current profilers, plotted against observations. Boxes indicate the interquartile range between 
the 25th and 75th percentile. Lines within the boxes show the geometric mean. Stars show the arithmetic mean of the scatters. Solid, dashed and dotted lines indicate 
factors of 1, 2, and 5 agreement between directly observed and FS values, respectively.
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The variability of FS estimates within each cruise is similar as before, with 
the FS interquartile range averaging 2.7.

Using a value of Rω fixed to 7 (corresponding approximately to the average 
cruise-mean value of observed Rω; see Figure 5), the strain-only formulation 
of FS performs reasonably well. Despite the very large range of observed Rω 
(Figure 5), almost all estimates of cruise-averaged ɛ are within a factor of 5 of 
the directly observed values. In terms of variability, the strain-only formula-
tion results in more spread of estimated ɛ compared to the full FS, with inter-
quartile ranges averaging 4.3, reaching a maximum of 9.5 for MOSAiC #2.

Using a factor of 2 between FS and observations as benchmark for excel-
lence, 47% of clusters satisfy this criterion for full FS. A higher percentage of 
excellent agreement is obtained using the full FS and LADCP, with 55%. For 
the strain-only FS, the average drops to 34%. A similar tendency also holds 
for larger thresholds: A factor of 5 may constitute acceptable agreement and 
is achieved for 84%, 90%, and 73% of data points using full FS, full FS with 
LADCP and strain-only FS, respectively.

3.3. Internal Wave Field Properties Impacting FS Performance

The choice of the shear-to-strain ratio Rω when using the strain-only formu-
lation of FS has direct and substantial effect on the performance of FS. Using 
the canonical value of 3 would lead to a systematic underestimation of ɛ by a 
factor of 3 in the Eastern Arctic environment (Figure 7). Although the vari-
ability of strain-only FS performance is high (the interquartile range spans 
a factor of 6.5), this offset is substantial. We note that arithmetic averages 
of all clusters is biased significantly high due to the outliers (mainly from 
MOSAiC #3). The environmental impacts on the performance of full FS 
are more nuanced. When both shear and strain observations are available, 
even highly variable and non-GM-like Rω values as observed here (Figure 5) 
do not systematically impact the performance of FS (Figure 8g). The band-
width of internal waves is bounded by the Coriolis parameter f and the 
Brunt-Väisälä frequency N. Using canonical GM values (N = 5.24 × 10 −3 s −1 
and f30 = 7.292 × 10 −5 s −1) yields a bandwidth (N/f) of 72. In high latitudes 

f is much greater (f80 = 1.436 × 10 −4 s −1), thus there is a tendency to reduce the bandwidth of the internal wave 
spectrum. However, this can be (partially) compensated by increasing stratification. Our observations showed a 
wide range of profile-average stratification, averaging to N = 4 × 10 −3 s −1 in a range from N = 4.8 × 10 −4 s −1 to 
N = 1.1 × 10 −1 s −1. This means that while for some profiles, increased N compensated for increased f to maintain 
a bandwidth similar to GM, most of the profiles were taken in internal wave climates with much narrower band-
width (Figure 8b). Although the change of bandwidth is addressed by the term L(f, N) in Equation 3 and for most 
clusters, we do not observe any notable dependence of FS performance on the bandwidth (Figure 8b), the poor 
performance of MOSAiC #3 coincides with large bandwidth (>50) despite its high-Arctic location (see Figure 1). 
Accordingly, MOSAiC#3 stands out with its exceptionally strong stratification (Figure 8a).

To assess the more subtle influence of other environmental parameters (the relatively wide spread of data renders 
simple regression analysis inconclusive), we focus on the outliers of FS performance (i.e., those values that 
over- or underestimate ɛ by more than a factor of 5) and in how far they are subject to common environmental 
properties. Shear variance is a fundamental property of the internal wave field. In our analysis there is a tendency 
for large shear variances to be associated with an overestimation of FS (high-outliers in Figure 8c average to 
1.2 × 10 −5). Conversely, the clusters for which FS underestimates ɛ tend to have smaller shear variances (on 
average 2.3 × 10 −6). Interestingly, such a pattern is not apparent for the strain variance (Figure 8d). The picture 
becomes more clear, when considering the parameters HKE and PE. Both show a pronounced tendency for 
high-outliers to be situated in high energy environments (3.9 × 10 −4 and 2.9 × 10 −4 m 2 s −2, for HKE and PE, 
respectively) as opposed to low-outliers (7.2 × 10 −5 and 1.2 × 10 −5 m 2 s −2). Finally, we also note that while FS 
performs very well in highly turbulent environments, there is a tendency to overestimate ɛ in low-turbulence 

Figure 7. Performance of strain-based Finescale Parameterization for various 
values of Rω. Dots are color coded per cruise as in previous figures. The offset 
of the dots from the center line (“jitter”) is introduced randomly to increase 
readability. Boxes indicate interquartile range with the median indicated as 
blue line. The geometric mean is shown as black line, whereas the arithmetic 
mean is presented as red line.
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environments (high-outliers have a geometric mean of 2.2 × 10 −10 W kg −1, compared to 1.5 × 10 −9 W kg −1 for 
low-outliers (Figure 8h)).

4. Discussion
Microstructure-based estimates of dissipation rate and FS-based estimates are obtained from measurements at 
different spatio-temporal scales and should be averaged accordingly (Whalen, 2021). Thus, comparison of the 
two methods is most meaningful when averaged over several casts, as in the clusters we use. We assume that 
FS-derived ɛ estimates represent typical values of ɛ, which are represented by the geometric averages of  the 
assumed (near-) log-normal distributions. We note however, that the net dissipation in the ocean would be 
controlled by the contribution of a small number of high-end outliers. Consequently, if indeed FS estimates 
characterize typical values, then we do expect them to underestimate the net dissipation. Apart from the high 
bias of MOSAiC#3, the overall performance of FS fulfills the expectation expressed by Polzin et al. (2014), that 
“the biases associated with results of carefully implemented finescale parameterizations should be substantially 
less than an order of magnitude over much of the ocean.” However, the performance with respect to individual 
clusters appears to be substantially worse than for other regions of the world ocean: For example, for the strain-
only FS, only 34% of FS estimates fall within a factor of 2 of direct observations; whereas this was true for 81% 
of FS estimates obtained from Argo data in 7 regions around the mid-latitude world ocean (Whalen et al., 2015).

4.1. The Eastern Arctic Internal Wave Field and FS Performance

FS is defined by scaling observed properties of the internal wave field against those described in GM. For this 
method to work, both internal wave fields should be comparable in terms of spectral shapes. Unfortunately, there 
are no clearly defined criteria that could serve as a measure for the applicability of the method.

Figure 8. Ratio of Finescale Parameterization (FS)-derived to directly-observed dissipation rate (ɛFS/ɛobs) plotted as function of parameters quantifying the state of the 
background internal wave field. Color coding is by cruise as before. Dots indicate SADCP-derived FS, squares are LADCP-derived FS. “x” and “+” markers indicate 
datapoints outside a factor of 5 between ɛFS and ɛobs for ship-mounted acoustic Doppler current profiler and lowered acoustic Doppler current profilers derived FS, 
respectively.
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Kinetic and potential energies of the internal wave field observed here are generally lower but within an order of magni-
tude of the GM, and are thus somewhat more energetic than most previously reported records from various regions 
in the Arctic (e.g., Levine et al., 1987; Padman & Dillon, 1989; D'Asaro & Morehead, 1991; Fine et al., 2021). This 
is likely due to prevalence of data from the comparably shallow and dynamic Barents Sea and the Yermak Plateau, 
which are influenced by rough topography and substantial tidal currents. We note, however that some of the most 
energetic PE and HKE spectra stem from MOSAiC #3 and were obtained during summer in the central Arctic Ocean.

In terms of spectral shape, both the slope parameter s and the bandwidth parameter j* control the shape of GM spec-
tra. For environments where observed spectra have slopes differing from canonical GM (s = 2), Eden et al. (2019) 
introduced a correction factor to FS, compensating for changing energy content of these observed spectra. In an 
high-latitude Southern Ocean application, Takahashi and Hibiya (2021) observed shear and strain spectra that were 
distorted compared to GM and found that the correction factor introduced by Eden et al. (2019) improved their FS 
results. However, this correction assumes that spectra deviating from GM76 still maintain the canonical GM76 equal-
ity r = s for the two slope parameters in the general formulation of GM (Eden et al., 2019). In an Arctic context, we 
expect j* to vary and distort the spectrum as well (D'Asaro & Morehead, 1991; Fer et al., 2010). In this work, we note 
that spectra of shear and HKE are generally more similar to GM with values of j* greater than the canonical j* = 3 
(Figures 4a and 4b). This is largely consistent with previous findings: for example, D'Asaro and Morehead (1991) 
obtained best fit (to GM75) values of j* between 20 and 60 for the high and low wavenumber part of their observed 
Arctic velocity spectra, respectively. Large values of j* indicate that the Arctic internal wave field tends to support a 
higher number of modes than the mid-latitude Ocean. Neither changes of s nor of j* conserve energy and GM spectra 
with greater j* or s are more energetic over the relevant wavenumber range, potentially leading FS to overestimate 
ɛ. While there exists a correction for varying s, this is not the case for j* (i.e., the energy transfer for GM spectra 
with non-canonical j* is not known). And with both parameters expected to vary and distorting the spectra in similar 
ways, it is in this case not possible to quantify the contribution of either parameter to the observed spectral distortion 
using fitting techniques (as used in Pollmann, 2020). Using eikonal calculation, Takahashi et al. (2021) investigate 
the effect of “humps” in observed spectra on FS. The spectral humps are regions of elevated amplitude in the low 
wavenumber part of the spectra (i.e., those that are used for FS) and are indicative of the prevalence of NIWs and/
or bottom-generated lee waves in the spectra. The authors find these humps to cause FS to overestimate ɛ. Several 
of our cruise-averaged shear and strain spectra show hump-like features (e.g., KH Feb 2021, HM Aug 2015 or KB 
Jun 2018, Figure 4), however these do not appear to systematically overestimate FS in our analysis (cf. Figure 6). 
Ultimately, we conclude that applying FS to spectra whose shape deviates substantially from GM may be ill-advised.

The shear-strain ratio Rω and its variability have been explicitly discussed by Chinn et al. (2016) in the Pacific and 
Fine et al. (2021) in the (western) Arctic: Using data from 14 moorings in the Pacific Ocean, Chinn et al. (2016) 
found time-average values of Rω between 1 and 10, but changes of the order 10 were observed on all temporal 
scales from days to months. In an Arctic setting, using an 8-day long moored time series in the Beaufort Sea 
(∼3,500 m bottom depth), Fine et al. (2021) found highly variable Rω averaging to a value of 17, in a range from 
3 to 50. In agreement with Chinn et al. (2016), they attribute the variability and magnitude of Rω to the strong 
near-inertial component of the internal wave field. Our observed Rω from 8 different cruises across the Atlantic 
sector of the Arctic Ocean range between 1 and 30 (with an average interquartile range of 5.2) and are comparable 
in terms of variability to the findings of Fine et al. (2021), but average to lower value of ∼7, which corresponds 
to the global average value reported by Kunze et al. (2006) (Figure 5).

The variability of Rω itself does not appear to systematically bias the full FS (Figure 8e), indicating that the term 
h1(Rω) in Equation 3 performs as desired in Arctic conditions. However, when using a fixed Rω to perform the 
strain-only (or, in fact, the rarely used but theoretically possible shear-only) form of FS, the difference between 
assumed and real Rω can produce strong biases (Chinn et al., 2016; Fine et al., 2021). This uncertainty of Rω is 
likely the reason for the generally higher spread and high standard deviations in the strain-only FS (Figure 6b). 
We advise caution when using this method, especially when only few data points are available. We do note 
however, that Rω = 7 appears to be a reasonable choice for the whole domain as there is no systematic over- or 
under-estimation of ɛFS compared to direct observations.

4.2. The Case of MOSAiC #3

MOSAiC #3 is unique because of the great overestimation of ɛ in FS compared to observations (by a factor of 
15 on the geometric average, see Figure 6). This is the case for full FS as well as for strain-only FS, however, 
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the offset of the strain-only formulation may be reduced somewhat by using a smaller value of Rω; Figure 5 
suggests that a value between 3 and 5 would be more appropriate for the summertime high-Arctic environ-
ment of MOSAiC #3. In terms of spectral properties, shear and HKE are clearly similar to GM with very high 
j* = 60–100 (Figure 4). In fact, the shear spectra of MOSAiC #3 are unique in that they are consistently parallel to 
high j* GM throughout the wavenumber range; that is, even at the most robustly resolved smallest wavenumbers. 
The cruise-average strain spectrum associated to MOSAiC #3, does not stand out, but the average PE spectrum is 
remarkable in that it is the most energetic (largely even surpassing GM with j* = 3) throughout the wavenumber 
range (Figure 4). This is due to the exceptionally high stratification associated to these observations (Figure 8a). 
As there appears to be a dependence of FS performance on energy levels, as well as on directly observed dissi-
pation rate (Figures 8e, 8f, and 8h), the combination of relatively high HKE and exceptionally high PE during 
MOSAiC #3 in a low-turbulence environment may result in particularly non-GM-like conditions, causing FS to 
dramatically overestimate directly observed dissipation rates.

4.3. Alternative Formulations of GM

A shelf-specific version of FS has been developed by MacKinnon and Gregg (2003) and accounts for the coastal 
internal wave field in which low and high modes are disconnected and thus large- and small-scale waves may not 
maintain the steady energy cascade by wave-wave interactions needed for the classical FS. The distribution of ɛ 
mapped in N 2 − Shear 2-space is a good indicator for applicability of this method (see MacKinnon & Gregg, 2003, 
their Figure 13). From our relatively limited data in the Barents Sea, ɛ mapped in N 2 − Shear 2-space does not 
appear to follow the pattern expected from the MacKinnon and Gregg  (2003) parameterization (not shown). 
However, Sundfjord et al. (2007) reported favorable comparison with the MacKinnon and Gregg (2003) formula-
tion for their data in the marginal ice zone of the Barents Sea. In this formulation, ɛ is obtained by

��� = �0
(

�
�0

)(

�lf

�0

)

 (9)

with ɛ0 taken to be the cruise-average ɛ, Slf the (6-hr) low-pass filtered shear and N0 = S0 = 3 cph, the reference 
values for buoyancy and shear, set to 3 for simplicity. We find that the shelf-specific FS does capture the varia-
bility of directly observed ɛ quite well, actually producing less spread than the more complete formulations of 
FS used in this study. Remarkably this is true for the whole data set, independent of actual bottom depth. This 
implies that vertically averaged values of shear and N are generally good indicators for ɛ variability. However, the 
amplitude of ɛMG strongly depends on the value of ɛ0, thus severely limiting its usefulness in assessing ɛ without 
prior knowledge.

Ijichi and Hibiya (2015) devised a correction for FS for internal wave climates dominated by NIWs (i.e., Rω ≫ 3). 
In their modification, they replace the frequency dependent terms h1(Rω) an L(f, N) in Equation 3 with the follow-
ing term:
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where L0 = 2π −1 cosh −1(N0/f0), 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴1 = 2𝜇𝜇2

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺
 , L2 = log3(2μGM) and finally μGM = 2π −1 cosh −1(N/f). This leads to a 

lower estimate of ɛFS for high Rω, which Ijichi and Hibiya (2015) found to be a better fit to their data. In our case 
however, the original FS already performs well (c.f. Figure 6) and the Ijichi & Hibiya modification introduces a 
low-bias by a factor of around 3 (not shown).

4.4. Limitations Due To Noise Floor in Observations

Direct measurements of ɛ rely on specialized microstructure instruments with delicate shear probes that require 
careful deployment procedures and extensive processing. This limits the amount of available data and the result 
can still be problematic in low-turbulence environments where the dissipation rate is close to the noise level of 
the instrument (this is true for substantial parts of the data set analyzed here). While great care has been taken to 
alleviate associated biases in this analysis, these issues limit a straight-forward, widespread comparison of FS and 
direct observations. A prospective improvement may lie in using fast temperature probes instead of shear probes 
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to measure ɛ in relatively quiescent environments (e.g., Fer et al., 2014; Goto et al., 2021). This removes the need 
for free-falling instruments, so that the probes may be easily attached to standard CTD-frames, which could lead 
to a much greater data coverage. Recent tests indicate that temperature-derived measurements of ɛ can provide 
ɛ in a range from 10 −11 to 10 −8 W kg −1, thus having a significantly lower noise level than shear-based estimates 
(Yasuda et al., 2021).

The noise floor of the fine-scale observations used in the parameterization also has an effect on the FS estimates. 
The primary impact is from the noise in the finescale shear that is typically measured by acoustic profilers. 
Detailed discussion on the limitations of the finescale method is given in Polzin et al. (2014). Assuming a veloc-
ity noise of 1 cm s −1 in our data and applying it to the calculation of FS, we estimate a lower detection level of 
∼2–4 × 10 −11 W kg −1 for the FS dissipation rate. This below the dissipation rates we find in our analysis (Figure 6).

5. Conclusion
We used observations from 8 Arctic cruises to systematically test the FS in a variety of Arctic conditions. The 
shear-strain ratio Rω > 3 suggests that the internal wave field is dominated by NIWs (Rω > 3), which is a clear 
deviation from the canonical Garrett & Munk internal wave field. However, we find that FS performs largely 
satisfactorily in terms of estimating the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy ɛ in approximate agreement 
with direct observations of ɛ when averaged on similar spatio-temporal scales. Using the full FS with shear based 
on SADCP data, 84% of FS-derived values of ɛ are within a factor of 5 to observations. For the strain-only version 
of FS, this percentage was slightly reduced to 73%, indicating that a fixed shear-strain ratio Rω = 7 is a reasonable 
choice for a broad range of (eastern) Arctic conditions. Best results were obtained with the full FS and the use of 
higher-resolution and lower-noise (compared to SADCP) LADCP data, yielding 90% agreement within a factor 
of 5. Alternative formulations of FS as introduced by Ijichi and Hibiya (2015) and MacKinnon and Gregg (2003) 
do not appear to provide improvements for general Arctic applications.

One of the goals of this study is to test FS over a wide range of Arctic oceanographic conditions to indentify 
the conditions that are favorable or detrimental for the application of FS. Notwithstanding the special case of 
MOSAiC #3, in our data we do not find a conclusive indication that the performance of FS is dependent on the 
bandwidth of the internal wave field (N/f) or the shear-strain ratio Rω (Figures 8b and 8g). On the other hand, FS 
performance appears to be sensitive to HKE and PE, with low (high) energies more often being associated with 
underestimation (overestimation) of ɛ (Figures 8e and 8f). We note that this tendency is more difficult to discern 
in the variances of shear and strain even though they are closely related to HKE and PE, respectively (Figures 8c 
and  8d). The generally poor performance of FS for the data set of MOSAiC #3 coincides with outstanding 
values for a number of environmental parameters: Both shear and HKE spectra are relatively energetic, but 
differ in their shape substantially from GM (Figure 4). Additionally, the strong stratification and elevated PE in a 
low-turbulence environment could contribute to the overestimation of FS-derived values of ɛ (Figures 8f and 8h).

The outlook of the application of FS in a changing Arctic Ocean is complex. Although the declining sea-ice 
cover is associated with an increase in near-inertial energy input, this does not currently translate to an observ-
able increase in internal-wave driven turbulence (Fine & Cole, 2022). However, the ongoing “Atlantification” 
of the eastern Arctic Ocean also leads to a decrease in stratification (Polyakov et al., 2017, 2018). Our results 
suggest that this environment may be increasingly well suited for the application of FS to monitor mixing and 
associated vertical fluxes of heat and nutrients that play a key role in changing the eastern Arctic Ocean (Polyakov 
et al., 2017; Schulz et al., 2022a). On the other hand, observed increases in stratification in the western Arctic 
Ocean (e.g., Polyakov et al., 2018) may thwart the application of FS. Nevertheless, our results generally show that 
a careful application of FS can work reasonably well in a wide range of Arctic conditions.

Considering that typical variability of ɛ easily exceeds one order of magnitude, the results obtained using appli-
cations of FS are likely adequate and allow new insights on the magnitude and distribution of ocean mixing 
processes and the related water mass transformations. We thus consider FS a powerful tool for the assessment and 
monitoring of internal-wave-generated mixing and associated heat fluxes in the Arctic Ocean.

Data Availability Statement
Data sets for GOS Oct 2020 (microstructure: Fer, Baumann, Elliott, & Kolås, 2023; CTD & ADCP: Fer, Skogseth, 
et al., 2023), KH Feb 2021 (microstructure: Fer, Baumann, Kalhagen, et al., 2023, CTD & ADCP: Fer, Nilsen, 
Baumann, et al., 2023), HM Aug 2015 (Fer & Kolås, 2018), KB Jun 2018 (Fer, Koenig, Bosse, et al., 2020), and 
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N-ICE May 2015 (Meyer, Fer, Sundfjord, Peterson, Smedsrud, et al., 2016; Provost et al., 2016) are available with 
a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. Data sets from HM Jul 2007 and HM Sep 2014 are 
under preparation and will be made available at the Norwegian Marine Data Centre. ADCP and MSS data from 
MOSAiC are openly available (Baumann et al., 2021; Schulz et al., 2022b).
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